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A Better Way to Better BehaviorKaren Pryor's clear and entertaining explanation of behavioral

training methods made Don't Shoot the Dog! a bestselling classic. Now this revised edition presents

more of her insights into animalâ€”and humanâ€”behavior.A groundbreaking behavioral scientist and

dynamic animal trainer, Karen Pryor is a powerful proponent of the principles and practical uses of

positive reinforcement in teaching new behaviors. Here are the secrets of changing behavior in pets,

kidsâ€”even yourselfâ€”without yelling, threats, force, punishment, guilt trips...or shooting the

dog:â€¢The principles of the revolutionary "clicker training" method, which owes its phenomenal

success to its immediacy of responseâ€”so there is no question what action you are rewarding â€¢8

methods of ending undesirable habitsâ€”from furniture-clawing cats to sloppy roommatesâ€¢The 10

laws of "shaping" behaviorâ€“for results without strain or pain through "affection training"â€¢Tips for

house-training the dog, improving your tennis game, or dealing with an impossible

teenâ€¢Explorations of exciting new uses for reinforcement trainingLearn why pet owners rave,

"This book changed our lives!" and how these pioneering techniques can work for you too.
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I've read quite a few dog behavior, training and intelligence books and always had this on the to

read list because of its reputation of being the "bible" of dog training. But I didn't really want to read

it because of the title, and hey, the cover isn't too imaginitive either. I know don't judge a book by a

cover, but to be honest, reading has a sensual side too -- good clean lines, fits nice in the hands,

smooth paper. You bookaholics know what I'm saying.So, I finally got around to reading this and I



can see why people say this book is life-changing. Pryor spent very little time talking about dogs

specifically but showed many examples on how these methods could be used with people with

disabilities, your own kids, spouse, cat etc.I'm a trainer's assistant at a dog obedience school, and

as I read this, it all looked familiar. It is basically the foundation philosophy of our school. It's a

method of communication. A way to build a relationship and communicate what you want from your

dog in a positive, punishment-free manner. Reading this book helped me clarify why we at the

school do things as we do. And as I finished the book, I was thinking of one of the comments a

woman made at a trainer's funeral. The gist was that she had learned from his gentle approach to

the dogs, and this had spread to the way she approached people as well.It's true. "Clicker training"

as some people call this training philosophy will spill outside of your doggy life and into other

areas... if you come to this as a dog trainer. As a dog trainer, your dog doesn't sit when you say sit.

Instead of getting mad and saying sit sit sit! jerking on the collar or pushing on the butt, first you

think "does my dog understand 'sit?

Believe me when I tell you that those that criticized this book never read it and integrated its

principles. Instead, these are people that might have vast experience with different systems that

give them good results. The techniques they use have become second nature to them. They

conclude: my system is different, my system works, therefore every thing else is crap. One reviewer

rambled about how it mainly applies to dolphins because they are confined to a tank. The kindest

thing I can say about him is that he never read DON'T SHOOT THE DOG. If he did, I would have to

insult his reading comprehension. Little of what he rants about is even in the book. Instead of

ranting about hearsay on the somewhat different topic of clicker training, allow me to tell you about

"Don't Shoot the Dog". This book teaches far reaching techniques with universal application. I have

trained dogs, horses, and wild caught birds of prey (which were flown free daily not confined to

pools or tanks). Though I understand alpha dog training, use negative reinforcement, and have

employed many successful techniques, this is one of my all time top 10 books on any subject and it

is a MUST READ even for those that will never own a pet. Karen Pryor was in fact a trainer at Sea

World but contrary to the title this book is not about the specifics of animal training. It is instead a

handbook on behavioral modification complete with an introduction written by B.F. Skinner, the

father of behavioral psychology. While he was not a man without faults, he was a huge contributor

to some profoundly simplified techniques for modifying behavior. While an easy read (one long

afternoon) the power of this book lies in studying the principles and then training yourself to modify

behavior.
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